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Model – code

Doctor Smile Simpler
LA7D0 001.3

Wavelength

980 nm

Maximum power

8W CW / 12 W peak

Impulse mode

Continuous
or pulsed

Frequency

Up to 25 kHz

Size

20x15x12 cm
(WxHxD)

Weight

1,5 kg

Medical / laser class

II B / 4

dental and dermal

LASER TRAINING AND
SUPPORT
Doctor Smile offers its clients
a full array of resources and special
events for their professional
growth.
Clinical and technical information
as well as videos and other
documents are available
on our web site
www.doctor-smile.com to help
doctors get to know the potential
of laser dentistry.
Doctor Smile also offers
high level training courses
with laser experts world wide: visit
our web site doctor-smile.com to
discover all the news
and events!

dealer

All LAMBDA S.p.A. medical laser are certified with
CE trademark in accordance with EEC Directives
for medical device: EEC Directives 93/42

energize your practice!

Doctor Smile is a line of products made by LAMBDA SpA
The development and production of our lasers takes place in our headquarters near
Vicenza, Italy. Our premises include ample spaces for conferences and events.

LAMBDA SpA

Via dell’Impresa, 1
36040 BRENDOLA (VI)
Italy
T. +39 0444.349165
F. +39 0444.349954
info@lambdaspa.com
www.lambdaspa.com
AM ST I15.3

doctor-smile.com

TWO IN ONE

SIMPLER: the affordable diode laser

ENDODONTICS

IT’S THAT SIMPLE
The Simpler laser includes both basic and
advanced software. Use the basic software for
fast access to everyday preset treatments in a
single touch.

CLINICAL GUIDE
CLINICAL GUIDE

The one touch built in clinical guide offers
all the necessary info for perfect treatment
directly on screen.

MORE APPLICATIONS

ADD YOUR APPS

Add a special treatment Apps to your Simpler
laser, with internationally approved preset
parameters and specially engineered tools.
Boost your laser power to reach a 12W peak!

SIMPLER is a diode laser for dentistry essential for treatments in
endodontics, periodontics, soft tissue surgery, therapy, biostimulation
and whitening. The TOP Tissue Optimized Pulse mode is a biotype
specific configuration that modulates laser emission for perfect
bloodless cutting on every soft tissue type, with a laser power that
can reach up to 12W. SIMPLER is the affordable and indispensable
instrument for every modern dental practice!

- bloodless surgery
- less anaesthetics
- faster treatment

A COMPLETE SET OF ACCESSORIES

doctor-smile.com

SURGERY

- faster healing

Simpler includes a complete set of
accessories to get the most out of
your laser: handpiece for surgery,
biostimulation and whitening.

ACCESSORIES

PERIODONTICS

- less pain

WHITENING

THERAPY

BIOSTIMULATION

